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A report on the latest trends in nanofluid research
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The term Nanofluids was first coined by Sir Stephen Choi in
1995 at Argonne National Laboratory ,U.S.A .Since the discovery,
nanofluid have been explored as heat transfer fluids. Nanofluids
increased the thermal conductivity of existing coolants (Water, Ethylene
glycol) by a magnitude of hundred times which made them attractive for
miniaturization of electronic devices .From 1995 till 2008 nanofluid
research was focused on enhancing the thermal conductivity of the base
fluid by various parameters like shape of nanoparticle, volume fraction of
base fluid and material of base fluid and composition of nanoparticle. A
lot of theoretical models have been evolved in an attempt to explain the
basic mechanism of heat transfer in a nanofluid .Research has been with
respect to viscosity, stability, thermal conductivity and convective heat
transfer coefficients of nanofluids. From 2008 nanofluids have been
investigated for their electrical properties and reported as electrical
conductivity enhancers for base fluid. The latest trend in nanofluid is
towards optical properties of nanofluid for direct absorption solar
collectors.
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Nanofluids are a tailored suspension of nanoparticles in a
suitable base fluid. The idea of nanofluid was given by Stephen Choi
in 1995 [1]. Nanofluids have superior thermal and electrical
conductivity [2-4] in comparison to their base fluids. The key
challenge in nanofluid technology is the stability of nanofluids as
nanofluid properties vary with stability of nanofluid [5]. The
underlying mechanism for nanofluid property is yet to be explained .At
present deviations prevail between the theoretical and experimental
values of thermal conductivity of nanofluid [6] and experimental
values of thermal conductivity of same nanofluid investigated by
different researchers across the globe. The enormous heat transfer
capacity of nanofluid has motivated the researchers to explore the
electrical properties [7].
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There has been a continuous depletion of
non-renewable energy resources and energy
harvesting has been a crucial theme by science and
technology departments universally. Recently
nanofluids have been explored for their optical
properties [8-11] and increased absorption of
nanoparticles in a base fluid could aid the solar
collector to increase its optical absorption spectrum.
Thus optical properties of nanofluid have to be
given greater emphasis by the scientific community
to assist the depleting resources and increase the
efficiency of renewable energy devices [12]. The
nanofluids are also used to create nanofluid based
optical filters [13].

EXPERIMENTAL
Experimental research with nanofluids
consists of preparation and characterization of
nanofluid which is followed by measurement of
thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity and
optical absorption in nanofluids to explore the
thermal, electrical and optical properties
respectively.
Nanofluids can be broadly classified as
metallic and ceramic nanofluids depending on the
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solid phase of the nanofluid. Nanofluids can be
prepared by single step or two step method. Single
step involves direct synthesis of required
nanoparticle in a suitable base fluid .Techniques
include Vacuum evaporation onto running oil
substrate (VEORS), Chemical vapor deposition.
The process of synthesis may be suitable for metal
nanofluids. The two step method is the most widely
used procedure because of commercial availability
of a variety of nanopowders like ZnO, TiO2, CuO,
Al2O3 and SiO2. Advantages of two step synthesis
include preparing nanofluid with any desired
volume fraction of nanofluid and any combination
of nanoparticle and base fluid. Nanofluid
characterization is essential to ensure stability of
nanofluid. The nanoparticles used can be
characterized by XRD for average grain size, SEM
for morphology, UV –Vis absorption for energy
band gap or nanosized, FTIR for bond present in
nanoparticle and TGA /DTA to identify the
structural changes in the material. Nano fluids are
characterized for their stability by zeta potential
measurement and a potential above the range of
+30mV to-30 mV ensures the stable nanofluid. The
thermal conductivity of nanofluid can be
determined by the hot wire transient method, steady
state method or oscillator method.

Fig. 1. Preparation, characterization and Investigated properties of nanofluid.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermal properties of nanofluid
Thermal properties of nanofluid include
thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity,
thermal diffusivity, convective heat transfer
coefficient and boiling heat transfer. A great deal of
effort has been given to numerous theoretical
models .The 100 year old Maxwell model predicts
the thermal conductivity of nanofluid based on
nanoparticle volume fraction irrespective of
particle shape, size and interfacial layer thickness
and the latest dynamic model includes all the above
factors. All the models do not correlate to existing
experimental results and deviations are yet to be
satisfactorily explained. Practically the thermal
conductivity is investigated by the hot wire
transient method for the oxide and metallic
nanofluids. Research has been done for TiO2,
Cu2O, CuO, ZnO, Al2O3, MWCNT and SiO2
nanoparticles with water, ethylene glycol,and
propylene glycol .Metallic nanofluids show higher
values of thermal conductivity than ceramic
nanofluid. The enormous work and accompanying
results have been reported by various reviews in
nanofluids [6, 14].
Electrical Properties of nanofluid
Nanofluids also have high electrical
conductivity as reported by the works of various
researchers in Table 1. It can be summarized that
electrical conductivity is yet to be explored to its
full potential unlike the thermal properties.
Electrical conductivity of nanofluid is one of the
latest trends in nanofluid technology and research
gap still prevails in explaining the underlying

mechanism of electrical conduction and correlation
with reported experimental and theoretical model.
Table 1 indicates that best results in
electrical conductivity of nanofluid reported till
date is ZnO in insulated oil and a 97, 300%
increase in electrical conductivity are observed.
Optical Properties of nanofluid
The present drawback in direct
absorption solar collectors is the poor absorption
efficiency of working fluid. Addition of
Nanoparticles in the base fluid can enhance the
radiative properties of nanofluid thus increasing the
efficiency. Todd. P. Otanicar [8] and coworkers
have demonstrated 5% efficiency improvement
with CNTs, graphite and silver nanoparticles. The
absorption can further be increased by varying the
shape of nanoparticles in the nanofluid. Christian
Girginiov [9] and coworkers have proved the better
results of photo thermal energy conversion of
carbon black nanofluids in comparison to TiO2,
SiO2, and ZrC.
Himanshu Tyagi [10] and
coworkers have demonstrated a 5-10% efficiency
enhancement using nanofluid based concentrating
parabolic solar collectors. M. Faizal and coworkers
[11] have reported a payback period of 2.4 years
and an average 170 Kg reduction in CO2 emission
by using nanofluid based solar collector instead of
conventional collector. S. E Ghasemi has shown
that the performance of nanofluids for solar
absorption increases with increasing volume
fraction by numerical analysis method.[12]The
feasibility of nanofluid based optical filters has
been reported by Robert Taylor [13] in which the
design of nanofluids for long pass, short pass and
band pass optical filters are presented [14-16].

Table 1. Previous Reports on electrical conductivity.

S.No

Nanoparticle

Base fluid

Vol%

% increase in
conductivity

Investigator

1

ZnO

Insulated oil

0.75

97300%

L .P. Shen [2]

2

ZnO

Propylene Glycol

7

10000%

Steven Bryan white [3]

3

Al2O3

Water

3

15000%

S. Ganguly[4]

4

Al2O3

Water

1.44

3457.1%

Wong[7]
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Fig. 2. Role of nanofluids to enhance efficiency of DASC.

Gerrad Eddy and Jai Poinern [17] have
investigated the photo thermal response of Carbon
nanofluids for applications in DASC. Crabon
nanospheres with a mean particle diameter of
210nm were produced by CVD. The nanofluid with
a mass content of 0.04g, showed the largest
enhancement of 8.1C. The thermal conductivity of
carbon black nanofluids increases with increasing
volume fraction and temperature and are
recommended for solar energy absorption from the
results of Hiatao Zhu [18].
It has been revealed that 95% of the
incoming light can be absorbed in a nanofluid with
thickness greater than or equal to 10 cm.
Theoretical and Experimental results for optical
properties of nanofluid matched well for Graphite
and Aluminum nanofluids but had a deviation with
respect to Copper, Silver and Gold nanofluids
which was attributed due to Plasmon resonance by
Robert A. Taylor [19]. Thus better models for
metallic nanofluids are recommended and
characterization of nanofluids from 50C to 500C is
required to understand the working of liquid based
326

solar collectors. Patrick Phelan have given a
complete picture trends and opportunities in
Direct-Absorption Solar Thermal Collectors
[20].Solar absorption of TiO2 water -nanofluids
has been maximized by adding glass mixture of
0.3% for a 0.2wt% nanofluid [21].

CONCLUSIONS
Nanofluids have been investigated since
1995 and nearly two decades of research is
completed. The first decade emphasized on the
thermal properties like thermal conductivity,
specific heat, boiling heat transfer, viscosity and
stability. The second decade has seen the
fascinating properties of electrical properties of
nanofluid, magnetic ferro fluids and fluids for
enhanced efficiency in solar absorption collectors.
The thermal conductivity and viscosity of
nanofluids could be tuned with the help of
magnetic field [22]. Thus current trends have
focused on nanofluids as energy harvesters.
Submit your manuscript to www.ijnd.ir
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Identifying stable nanofluids with high optical
absorption capacity is the key issue in nanofluid
based solar collectors. Nanofluids enhance solar
energy absorption and be a solution to depletion
energy crisis and simultaneously aid in novel
optical filters. Investigations with NanocompositeNanofluids are required to achieve still greater
efficiencies for solar absorption.
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